Industry Use Case: Advertising and Marketing Agencies

Mobile up.
OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement
Platform is Your Competitive Advantage
A 2012 Interactive Advertising Bureau study reported
that 47 percent of tablet users engage with ads on their
device more than once a week, while 25 percent of
smartphone users report the same level of
involvement. More importantly, 89 percent of tablet
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users and 80 percent of smartphone users are highly
likely to take action after interacting with an ad.1
Mobile is advertising’s exciting and dynamic frontier. With new opportunities emerging daily—from
invisible watermarks to video hotspots—agencies are racing to keep up. Clients demand cross‐platform
campaigns and instantaneous customer response tools to manage the ever‐tightening feedback loops
afforded by mobile.
With the explosion of digital technologies, marketers and advertisers face major paradigm shifts and the
associated challenges.
Mass media is no longer the foundation of increasingly complex marketing campaigns. The original five‐
channel mix—radio, print, outdoor, direct mail and TV—has been turned on its head. Agencies must act
quickly to develop digital strategies that reach across a large and growing number of channels. To break
through the noise of competitors, agencies must challenge themselves to create personalized messaging
and offers that speak directly to customers and their needs.
What was once a controlled, one‐way broadcast has transformed into a real‐time dialogue with millions
of people.
A flexible mobile platform is essential to maintaining an effective social media presence. Agencies must
help their clients maintain integrity and transparency in a landscape ruled by customer opinion. Agencies
must be equipped to help their clients react swiftly to customer remarks—and through multiple channels.
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http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr‐071612_consumersurvey

Agencies are becoming gatekeepers for all things creative, marketing, and communications.
Though clients would like to work with an expert in every medium, they are less and less interested in
managing multiple creative partners. Enterprises prefer single‐source vendors and generally rely on one
agency to bring the necessary experts to the table.

Sync Your Mobile Strategy
OpenMarket has mastered the complexities of the cross‐
channel communications platform to make enterprises
influential leaders in the mobile ecosystem. OpenMarket
provides continuity and cost‐savings through a single‐
platform solution with exceptional integrated messaging on
the most reliable mobile transaction network. Using SMS,
MMS, push, email, and voice, the OpenMarket Mobile
Engagement Platform provides agencies with the most
advanced tools to engage their customers, analyze
behavior, build brand audiences, and realize top conversion
rates.
Partner with OpenMarket for “always on” mobile
expertise―your competitive advantage.
“There's no more waiting for mobile to arrive. A multi‐
channel strategy that does not include mobile is an
incomplete multi‐channel strategy. Agencies know this well,
and they're increasingly using mobile as the starting point
because it's so effective and provides continuity across
channels.”

Mobile Engagement in Action
Juggling the demands of a full client
load, a digital‐specialty agency chooses
to partner with OpenMarket to develop
cross‐platform mobile strategies for
their clients. OpenMarket designs an
automated mobile experience and data‐
tracking system that can be integrated
into the agency’s existing platform,
customized for each of their clients. The
agency saves time and money with an
in‐house synthesized mobile strategy
that encompasses innovative,
messaging solutions. Their clients
appreciate persuasive, personal
campaigns with measurable impact and
rapid audience response cycles, while
the agency values OpenMarket’s
responsiveness, mobile expertise and
adaptable tools.

—Elena Perez, director of marketing, Medialets, New York2
OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform harnesses the power of mobile so agencies can:
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Reach nearly 100 percent of clients—anywhere, anytime.
Deliver timely and relevant information, with location and contextual awareness.
Directly impact purchase decisions.
Mine targeted data that can be used to refine content per‐user or per‐demographic to increase
relevance and value.
Consistently outperform traditional media across the five key dimensions of marketing
effectiveness: reach, targeting, engagement, virility and transaction.
Track and measure return on investment.
Increase the power of other media channels.

http://www.mobilemarketer.com/cms/news/advertising‐agencies/9431.html

Benefits: Flex Your Mobile Muscle
OpenMarket helps agencies become and remain competitive in mobile by offering streamlined, cross‐
channel marketing solutions to their clients. Our integrated mobile technologies:






Expand client services while keeping mobile control in‐house.
Reduce marketing campaign expenses by using low‐cost channels.
Offer access to real‐time business analytics to speed customer evaluation and response time.
Increase customer content engagement and retention through multiple touch‐points using
personalized content, subscription offers, voting and polling, social media sharing, and text‐to‐
respond messages.
Enhance brand recognition and grow customer dedication through branded content.

Learn more
For details about how OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform can become your mobile strategy
partner, visit: http://www.openmarket.com

